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INTRODUCTION

Measurements of reflectance spectra of trigonal Se and Te aingle crystals

with linearly polarized light, whose electric field vector lies perpendicular

and parallel to the optical axis, yield the anisotropy of the optical con-

stants. Due to the lack of suitable polarizers for shorter wavelengths and

light source problems, these measurements have been limited to excitation

energies smaller than 12 eV. The use of the Synchrotron äs a light source

with its intense continuous radiation and its high degree of polarization

allows such measurements to be extended into the XUV region. Thus, the

whole energy ränge can be studied where excitations of the 6 outermost

electrons, 4s2 4pH for Se and 5s2 5p4 for Te, are expected to occur.

EXPERIMENTS

We have used the Synchrotron radiation of DESY [l]. In our experiments,

which covered an energy ränge from 3 to 30 eV, advantage was taken of a

monochromator with its dispersion plane perpendicular to the plane of the

Synchrotron [2]. Figure l gives a sketch of the arrangement consisting of

pre-mirror, normal incidence monochromator, and reflectometer attached to

the exit slit of the monochromator. The pre-mirror reflects the light

emitted from the electrons to the monochromator. The electric field vector

of the Synchrotron radiation is lying perpendicular to the plane of the

drawing. Since the plane of incidence of the pre-mirror äs well äs that

of the grating are perpendicular to the electric field vector E of the

Synchrotron radiation, this arrangement produces an even higher degree of

polarization äs compared to that of the incident Synchrotron radiation.

The degree of polarization (Î -Lj) /Ij_+Iy) was better than 0.98. Sample and
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detector could be rotated independently. This allowed spectra to be taken at

various angles of incidence. Moreover, the sample and the detector could be

rotated around the optical axis, which makes it possible to take spectra with

light polarized parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystals.

The measurements were performed with different crystals grown from the melt

and from the vapour phase, the c-axis of the crystals lying parallel to the

surface. The crystals were freshly cleaved before measuring. The direction

of the c-axis within the surface was determined by optical inspection äs

well äs by X-ray diffraction.

In contrast to the relative spectral shape the absolute value of the re-

flectaiice was not determined with great accuracy since the reflected inten-

sity I and the incident intensity I were not measured simulataneously.

We, therefore, norraalized our measurements at low energies to spectra taken

by Henrion [3] and Leiga [4] for Se and Tutihasi et al. [5] for Te. At

high energies we checked our data against reflectance values for discrete

photon energies using conventional techniques [6].

RESULTS

In Fig. 2 the reflectance spectra of Se and Te for an angle of incidence

of 15° are presented. Below 3 eV measurements of Henrion [3j and

Tutihasi et al. [5] are included, äs well äs our extrapolation to 0 eV. The

reflectance values at 0 eV were calculated from the dielectric constant e

for small energies taken from Gobrecht et al. [?J for Se and Geick et al. [8]

for Te. Our spectra were taken with the electric field vector E parallel to

the c-axis of the crystal (E [| c) with E lying perpendicular to the plane

of incidence. Spectra with E j_ c were obtained with E parallel to the plane

of incidence.
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For both substances and both directions of polarization we observed in

the ränge from 0 to 6 eV ehe prominent anisotropic reflectance maximum

followed by a sharp decrease of the reflectivity followed by a ränge of

strong anisotropic behaviour up to approximately 11 eV. Up to this energy

our measurements agree fairly well with earlier results [3"5]. At higher

energies the spectra show two broad maxima at around 14 eV for both direc-

tions of polarization, followed by a smooth decrease of the reflectance.

The energies for the peaks observed in reflection are listed in Table I.

In order to obtain the complex dielectric constant £(E) = e (E)+i«e (E)

a Kramers-Kronig transformation was applied to the reflectivity spectra

R(E) of Fig. 2 for both directions of polarization. A Computer programme

yielded e ,e . and the energy loss function Im \}t , It was capable of

dealing with reflectance data taken at non-normal incidence and with the

E vector parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence [9]. Figure

3 gives our E -curves for both substances for E [ c and E _[_ c.

For Se both our extrapolation at high energies used for the Kramers-Kronig

analysis and its accuracy were checked against measurements of the re-

flectance at different angles of incidence, which independently yielded

e and e and derived quantities at fixed photon energies. Both methods

yielded E and E values in satisfactory agreement.

In Fig. 4 the energy loss functions are shown. The peaks at lower energies

are due to optical excitations whereas the large maxima at 19.0 eV for

E c and 20.5 eV for E J_ c for Se and at 17.0 and 17.5 eV for Te are due

to the plasma frequency w . These experimental values are in good agreement
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AirNe2^ 1/2with those calculated using the well-known plasma formula ui - l l ,
P \ /

which yields 17.4 eV for Se and 15.6 eV for Te. Of course, the simple

plasma model does not take into account the anisotropy which is manifested

in the experimental results.

DISCUSSION

We are now going to discuss our results for Se according to the bandscheme

calculated by Sandrock [lOJ and which is partly shown in Fig. 5. The spectral

features in the ränge from 0 to 6 eV are due to excitations of electrons

from the upper part of the valence band to the lower part of the conduction

band, äs already extensively discussed in the literature. At 6 eV a deep

minimum is observed for both directions of polarization. This has been

explained by Sandrock [l0,llj. According to his pseudopotential calculations

at this energy the transitions from the upper valence to the lower con-

duction band triplet are exhausted.

Above 6 eVtwo contributions to the e -spectra are considered by Sandrock.

The first one starting at about 6 eV is due to transitions from the lower

valence to the lower conduction band triplet. The transitions from the

upper valence to the upper conduction band triplet, which fornjthe second

contribution, Start at about 7 eV. The strong anisotropy observed at 7.3 eV

is due to the onset of these transitions* However, this peak at 7.3 eV for

E \ is not associated with any particular symmetry point in the Brilloin

z one.

The transitions from the lowest subband of the lower valence band to the

lowest conduction band Start at about 9 eV, At this photon energy the
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selection rule is reversed so that the e -spectrum for E || c becomes

smaller than that for E J_ c. The transitions of the above contributions

extending up to 12 eV are the highe st taken Into account by Sandrock.

According to his band model, one would expect the next higher transitions

to occur in the energy region from 12 to 18 eV. They would be due to tran-

sitions from the lower valence to the upper conduction band triplet. As

the new results of this work show there is still a relatively large con-

tribution to the e -spectrum in this high energy region. Its raaximum is

located at about 12.3 eV for both directions of polarization.

Sandrock [idj givcs the eigenvalues at symmetry points for three more

valence bands below the lower valence band triplet. Transitions from these

bands, not included in Fig. 5, should occur in the energy ränge from 16

to 25 eV. For both directions of polarization we observe weak reflectance

peaks at about 16.5 eV which may be associated to such transitions. The

next higher transitions in Se are those from the 3d core level to the con-

duction band which do not "switch on" until about 55 eV.

For Te the spectra have been discussed by Maschke [l2j for the low energy

ränge. We hope that an extensive bandscheme will also allow for discussions

on the transitions at higher energies.
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Table I

Energy position (in eV) of the most prominent structures of the

15° reflectance spectra for Se and Te single crystals for both

directions of polarization. Shoulders are denoted by sh. Values

below 3 eV are taken from Refs. [3,5j .

E II c

2.0

3.1

4.0

4.9 sh

6.7 sh

7.5

8.6 sh

9.1

10.4 sh

13.0

16.2

Se

E l c

1.9

3.1 sh

3.9

4.8 sh

6.8 sh

7.4 sh

8.9

10.5

13.5

16.4

Te

E c

1.0

1.4

2.4

2.9

3.4 sh

5.4 sh

7.4

8.0 sh

9.5

11.2 sh

12.9

16.3

E l c

1 .0

2.4

3.6 sh

8.0

9.2

10.9 sh

13.2

15.9

16.6
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